
Reading Work Sample Exemplar: Literary Text 
Task Title: “Fear in the Swamp” 

 
SCORES AND COMMENTARY 

(Phrases in bold are taken from the Official Reading Scoring Guide): 
 

Demonstrate Understanding: 5- 
The margin notes and the summary provided in response to question 1 support that this 
reader has an accurate, thorough literal understanding of main ideas and 
supporting details in this passage. The information in the summary is complete and 
covers the entire story. The information completed in response to questions 2 and 3 is 
not quite as developed if one only looks at the response in the space below the 
question, but the detailed margin notes fill in those small gaps: (“Hated his job, complete 
opposite of orphanage, hot, feet bled, still scared, wires down, had to go into swamp, 
Duncan came to find him”). This reader has the ability to note subtleties, 
ambiguities, and complexities. 
 
Develop an Interpretation: 4 
In the response to question 4, the reader has named Freckle’s fear of snakes, then 
offered that “the author spent time writing an entire paragraph of him and physical 
characteristics of him because of his fear. At the end the author again talks about 
snakes, but instead he could cut off the rattles as a sign of victory.” In question 5, the 
reader presents reasonable interpretations, and while the text is not actually quoted, 
there are close references to the text used for evidence. Though the list is solid in 
question 5, the reader would receive a higher score if he had attended more to the 
feelings between Freckles and Duncan, rather than emphasizing the things they do.   
 
Analyze Text: 3 
The text analysis reflected in the response to question 6 shows that the reader has 
provided overly general or simplistic analysis of how the literary elements 
contribute to the effectiveness of the selection. There is limited textual evidence.  
The reader’s response :  (“very descriptive. It is also imagery and actually makes the 
reader picture what’s going on with great detail”) is extremely generic and weak, a “one 
size fits all” kind of ineffective response. The reader does not address the effect of the 
image of the swamp or its impact. Though question 7 does offer a little textual evidence: 
(“he was for his life every minute.”), the response to question 7 is too broad to provide 
support for a higher score. The last two responses make it seem as though the reader 
ran out of gas on the Text Analysis trait. 
 
Note: This reader has earned a high enough score to be considered proficient. 
Although the score is a 3 in Text Analysis, the score of 5 in Demonstrates 
Understanding brings the composite total up to a 12. 
 

 


